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OSKAR SCHLEMMER 

FROM New Stage Forms (1928) 

A: Can you tell me what the lines on the stage mean?t 
B: They ate the axes of th h h . . . 

ul . e stage, t en t e dtagonals and mstde the 
res nng square a circle · d A c ' b h 1. ' IS rawn. part rrom the centre-point marked 

b
y t e me~ on ~he Boor, the central point of the space has also been fixed 
Y stretchmg ltght-col d · c . . oure stnngs rrom the corners of the stage; a 

A: ~rpnshmg :ffect which somehow brings the space to life. 
ut w at mr' Are the . 

themsel 1 · actors so stuptd they need such aids to orient ves. 
B: No. But because the geo d 

this way 'reveal d' d merry an _stereometry of the stage space are in 
space acquires ae s ' ~~c the the no~JOn. of the dimensions awakened, the 
with laws bee pe char~cter It dtd not have before. Its accordance 
'bewitched' b omh_es pe~cepnble, the actor, performer or dancer is 

Y t IS spanal syste h . h h . 
ware of and h . . m w JC ot erwtse he would be una-

' e moves Wtth1 · d "ffi 
indeterminate fluid" f n tt 1 erendy than he would in the 

A: B d tty o space. 
ut oesn't such an exaggerated . . 1 . 

dancer: the unconsciou h pnnctp e ktll off what is best in a 
rob him of his souP 1 t e ~~If-surrender, the exaltation? Doesn't it 
traffic warden. It is : the~ a ' ~he dancer isn 't a gym teacher or a 
h . JUSt t IS qualJty f ul d f t e antst. 0 so an ecstasy we demand o 

B: Cert.ainly, and I would be the l 
remind you of Gaeth · h ~t to want to see that stifled. Let me 
funh e s P rase freedo · h · er that in all art d . m WJt tn law', and remind you 
an operation of laws' tahn parttcularly in the highest art there reigns 

· d at we expe · , 
remm you of the mus· f] nence as form and style. Let me 
adhe IC 0 · S Bach h . h · 

renee to contrapuntal laws · ' w JC IS a wondrous work of 
senstbJitty. Or to take an e •

1 
and equally of course a wonder of 

proportions of Albrecht D xamp e from the pictorial arts: the book of 
the hurna c urer, that except" 1 

. n rorm in part1cula h tona work on measure of 
With a fan . al r, w ere the s f • attc zeal. Law d ecrets o number are sought 
two great . an number h h. d 

. artists from reveal · ave tn ered either of these 
attam~ h · mg a · · 
stage· ~ IS only through consum splr~ual content, indeed, they 

. w y should measure and la:a~ form. To return to our 
banned here, where they 
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advance upon us in the proportions of the space, the proportions of 
man, and in every form, just as they do in colour, in light and in the 
passage of time, etc.? 

Translated by Richard Drain and Anna Millan 

NOTE 

Photos show four strings rising from the stage comers and crossing diagonally 
at a single point, centre stage, apparently some eight foot in the air. This device 
may have inspired the use of strings in Richard Foreman's work some forty years 
later. 

Oskar Schlemmer (1888-1943), German painter, designer and creator of 
performance pieces, first engaged in theatre work in 1912. His geometrical 
Triadic Ballet was performed in full in 1922, but the conception dated back to 
1916, when he staged an initial section of it. Design of scenery and cos
tumes for various productions followed. He taught at the Bauhaus from 
1920, and in 1925 turned down the offer of a permanent job at the Volks
buhne with Piscator to create a Bauhaus experimental theatre. A series of 
experimental creations followed. In 1929, following political criticism of his 
work, he left the Bauhaus to work at the Breslau Academy. In 1930, the 
Nazis destroyed a series of mural paintings he had done at Weimar. They 
shut down the Breslau Academy two years later, and then an exhibition of 
his work in Stuttgart. In 1937, he figured in the Nazi exhibition of 'Degenerate 
Art' in Munich. Along with some other involuntary exhibitors, he ended up in 
a factory doing lacquer work. 
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